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Assuming we have 2 servers, Server A and B with Publisher and Subscribers as P 
and S, along with distributor D respectively. 
 
Now for a fresh setup : 
 

1.  I created a DB called “Tom_frost_pub” for publishing. Go to the replication 
and add this in publications for which I chose the articles. 

 

 
 
 
 
2. Choose the articles to be added to the publication : 
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3. After this is complete just finish with the wizard : 
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4. Now just go to the properties of the added Publication and then choose allow 
initialize with backup as TRUE : 

 

 
 
 

5. Once this is done Please take a backup of the Published Database (FULL). 
6. After this please restore this to the subscriber with RECOVERY if there is 

only one backup or otherwise follow the normal restore process if you have 
transactional log backups as well. 
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7. Once the restore is done, please use the below script at the publisher : 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
use [Tom_frost_pub] 
 
exec sp_addsubscription @publication = N'Tom_p',  
@subscriber = N'Subscriber_SQL_server_instance',  
@destination_db = N'Tom_frost_Sub', 
@sync_type = N'initialize with backup',   
@subscription_type = N'pull',  
@update_mode = N'read only', 
@backupdevicetype= 'disk' ,  
@backupdevicename='d:\newtom.bak' 
 
GO 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
The above one is just an expample, please change the values accordingly. 
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8. Once the add subscription is done please move to the subscriber and then run 
the below scripts : 

 
 
use [Tom_frost_Sub]  ------------------ Subscriber database  
 
 
exec sp_addpullsubscription @publisher = N'Publisher_SQL_Server_Instance', 
@publication = N'Tom_p',  
@publisher_db = N'Tom_frost_pub', @independent_agent = N'True', 
@subscription_type = N'pull',  
@description = N'', @update_mode = N'read only', @immediate_sync = 0 
 
 
     And then Run the below script to add the distribution agent job: 
 
 
exec sp_addpullsubscription_agent  
@publisher = N' Publisher_SQL_Server_Instance',  
@publisher_db = N'Tom_frost_pub',  
@publication = N'Tom_p',  
@distributor = N'Distributor_SQL_Server_Instance',  
@distributor_security_mode = 1,  
@distributor_login = N'',  
@distributor_password = null,  
@enabled_for_syncmgr = N'False',  
@frequency_type = 64,  
@frequency_interval = 0,  
@frequency_relative_interval = 0,  
@frequency_recurrence_factor = 0,  
@frequency_subday = 0,  
@frequency_subday_interval = 0,  
@active_start_time_of_day = 0,  
@active_end_time_of_day = 235959,  
@active_start_date = 20141007,  
@active_end_date = 99991231,  
@alt_snapshot_folder = N'',  
@working_directory = N'',  
@use_ftp = N'False',  
@job_login = null,  
@job_password = null,  
@publication_type = 0 
GO 
 
NOTE : The above scripts are in my environment and are examples you would have to 
change the values of the respective names. 
 

9. If you are doing this on a already setup publication and want to add an 
article then there can be two ways to it : 
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a. You can either manually transfer the article and its data over to the 
subscriber, but this is just a workaround and not a supported or 
recommended way as it might cause data non-convergence. 

b. Secondly, you can take the entire backup of the DB again after including 
the article in the publication and follow the flow mentioned above. 
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